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Luck Egalitarianism

Anderson’s Objection to Luck Egalitarianism
. . . equality of fortune fails the most fundamental test any
egalitarian must meet: that its principles express equal
respect and concern for all citizens. (289)

1. Denies some citizens freedom on spurious grounds.
2. Respects neither the fortunate nor the unfortunate.

I Treats the unfortunate as contemptible inferiors worthy of pity.
I Provides inadequate grounds for obligations to the fortunate.

3. Imposes values on citizens by judging their exercise of
freedom.
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Two Conceptions of Equality

Equality of Fortune
1. Aims to correct natural

injustice.
2. Equality is a patterned

distribution.
3. Redistributive principles

justified by natural
inequalities.

Democratic Equality
1. Aims to correct social

injustice.
i.e. Oppression.

2. Equality is a social
relationship.

3. Redistributive principles
justified by equality.
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Two Conceptions of Equality
Democratic Equality

I Equal freedom is key:
I Negative: freedom from oppression.
I Positive: freedom to participate as an equal in political and

civil society.
I Requires that everyone have the opportunity to develop the

capabilities necessary for functioning as
I a human being,
I a worker, and
I a member of the civil and political community.

Cf. Nussbaum.
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Two Kinds of Egalitarianism
Egalitarian Desiderata
1. Some goods matter more;

ongoing equality necessary.
2. Ongoing claims not justified

by paternalism.
3. End social oppression;

recognition of equality
4. Recognise those in need as

equals.
I Cannot distinguish brute

from option luck.
5. Self-respecting citizens can

collectively endorse
principles of redistribution.

Luck Egalitarianism
1. All goods are equal; starting-

gate equality sufficient.
2. Ongoing claims justified by

paternalism.
3. Natural inferiority

compensated by more stuff.
4. Those in need judged

‘deserving’ or ‘undeserving’.
I Distinguishes brute from

option luck.
5. Self-respecting citizens

cannot endorse principles of
redistribution.
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Two Kinds of Egalitarianism
Egalitarian Desiderata
1. Some goods matter more;

ongoing equality necessary.
2. Ongoing claims not justified

by paternalism.
3. End social oppression;

recognition of equality
4. Recognise those in need as

equals.
I Cannot distinguish

brute from option luck.
5. Self-respecting citizens can

collectively endorse
principles of redistribution.

Democratic Egalitarianism
1. Conditions of freedom

matter more. . .
2. Ongoing claims justified by

equality.
3. Social oppression ended by

recognition of equality.
4. Obligation to those in need

appeals to their equality.
I Does not distinguish brute

from option luck.
5. Self-respecting citizens can

collectively endorse
principles of redistribution.
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